Appendix Q
Example Algorithm for the Management of Intrapartum Fetal Heart Rate Tracings

**Category 1**
- Moderate variability w/o late or variable decels
  - May observe
  - Apply corrective measures*

**Category 2**
- Non-clinically significant decels* in the presence of marked or mod variability or accels
  - Acceleration or return of mod variability
  - Cautiously observe. Increase frequency of assessments
  - May observe. Apply corrective measures*

**Category 3**
- Absent variability w/decels or w/bradycardia (baseline rate < 110 BPM); or sinusoidal pattern
  - Prolonged decel ≤ 60 BPM (or ≤ 80 BPM if remote from delivery)
  - Begin transport to OR by 3 min. Deliver without delay should decel persist > 10 min
  - If no improvement, deliver within 30 min
  - Begin prep for urgent delivery and initiate corrective measures**

**Corrective measures include:**
- Oxygen administration
- Maternal position change
- Fluid bolus
- Reduction or discontinuation of pitocin
- Administration of terbutaline for tetanic contraction or tachysystole
- Administration of pressors, if hypotension present
- Amnioinfusion for deep, repetitive variable decelerations


**Clinically significant decelerations include:**
- Variable decels lasting > 60 sec with a nadir > 60 BPM below baseline
- Variable decels > 60 sec with a nadir < 60 BPM regardless of baseline
- Late decels of any depth
- Any prolonged decel as defined by NICHD


This is an example of one possible algorithm to assist the nurse and provider in the management of intrapartum fetal heart rate patterns. It does not cover all possible clinical situations. The algorithm assumes that the abnormal fetal heart rate pattern has been recently recognized, and that the preceding tracing is not already associated with the potential for significant acidemia. The algorithm also assumes the presence of active labor with normal labor progress. If the preceding tracing is already associated with the potential for significant acidemia, or if vaginal delivery is unlikely before significant acidemia occurs (e.g. as with a protraction disorder of the active phase or if the patient is still in the latent phase of labor), then sound clinical judgment dictates that the algorithm should be abandoned and delivery should be expedited.